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Abstract

During the last 30 years, the definition of

glaucoma as been revised to eliminate the

inclusion of intraocular pressure. Open angle

glaucoma is the second leading cause of

blindness in the world, but the proportion of

those with the disease who become blind is

low. Diagnostic methods for glaucoma need

improvement. The pathogenetic steps to loss

of neurons in glaucoma are increasingly

understood and nonpressure lowering

therapies are on the horizon.
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Introduction

The Doyne Lecturer has spoken about glaucoma

on several past occasions. The lecture published

in 1975 by Stephen Drance dealt with the

correlation of clinical optic disc and visual field

findings.1 At that time, perimetry was manually

performed and the disc was photographed, not

digitally imaged. Laser iridotomy and

trabeculectomy were just entering the

therapeutic regime, and laser angle treatment

did not yet exist. Few ophthalmologists used

gonioscopy and timolol had not yet been

approved for use.

In the ensuing 30 years, our concepts of

glaucoma have changed dramatically, as have

the approaches to therapy. Yet, several new

paradigms have not moved into the mainstream

of thinking and practice of ophthalmology. The

purpose of this anthology is to summarize ideas

that impact both fundamental thinking about

glaucoma and its daily management. It begins

with information based in community studies

from around the world and finishes with the

death processes of retinal ganglion cells (RGC);

hence, the subtitle: ‘from populations to

apoptosis’.

Definition of OAG: normal tension glaucoma

is dead

We now recognize that glaucoma should be

defined by damage to RGC, as detected by optic

disc exam and visual field testing. No longer is

open angle glaucoma (OAG) the ‘disease of

elevated IOP’. The most definitive evidence that

a person has glaucoma is documented,

progressive change in optic disc appearance

and reproducible worsening in automated

visual field testing. In practice, and in research

and public health studies of glaucoma, these are

rarely used as actual defining features, since the

disorder alters RGC number and function so

slowly. An operational definition of glaucoma

has been proposed by Foster et al, based on

consensus meetings among those who study

glaucoma.2 It proposes that certain features are

so likely to represent glaucoma damage that

they can be used practically to denote the

likelihood that progressive change has already

occurred. For any population of interest, the

relevant disc finding is a cup/disc ratio that

represents the 97.5%ile for that

groupFtypically equal to 0.7 for many groups

(including Europeans). The field finding is an

abnormal hemifield test result on the Zeiss/

Humphrey automated test, combined with at

least three test points that exceed a high level of

abnormality compared to age-normal data. This

definition requires the acceptance of several

assumptions, and will benefit from future

comparison to alternative approaches.

However, it represents a practical approach to

comparison of results in studies conducted in

different locations.

There is no IOP criterion used in the

definition of OAG. This dramatic change

in thinking came from the clinical

observations of Drance and others, as well as
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the population-based data from the Baltimore survey3

and many other studies, presented in the 1996 Doyne

Lecture by Alfred Sommer.4 Persons in population-based

surveys who have disc and field findings meeting the

OAG criteria suggested by Foster et al have untreated

IOP in the normal range for their ethnic groups about

half the time. This is true, whether the group consists of

villagers in Tanzania,5 Hispanic citizens of the southwest

United States,6 ethnic Chinese in Singapore, or

Australians of European descent.7 We have known since

the pioneering epidemiological work of Hollows and

Graham8 nearly 40 years ago that many persons with

OAG have normal levels of IOP. Yet, we continue to label

these persons with a different diagnosis (low tension or

normal-pressure glaucoma). Furthermore, some

ophthalmologists inform them that their disease is

‘different’, they question whether IOP-lowering is

efficacious for those with OAG at normal IOP, and they

terrorize them by performing brain imaging studies to

look for nonexistent tumours. It is time to bury the corpse

of low-tension glaucoma, and to cease using 21 mmHg as

a meaningful value. OAG is not a disease of elevated IOP.

The higher the IOP, the greater the risk of damage and

progression. The Collaborative Normal Tension

Glaucoma Study demonstrated to a reasonable certainty

that the lowering of IOP is as beneficial for those with

OAG in the normal range9 as for those with higher IOP.10

We should use the baseline and target approach

detailed below for management. In addition, it should be

obvious that research studies should no longer segregate

persons with OAG by a single arbitrary IOP criterion (the

infamous 21). When only those with lower IOP are

studied, the sample size for determining an effect is

artificially made smaller. Furthermore, it is a priori just as

likely that the factor of interest is associated with

glaucoma at higher IOP as at lower IOP. Hence, the

truncation of the group by a single criterion takes the

chance of missing a real association that is sought. For

example, it is logical that the perfusion of the nerve head

is more challenged at higher than at lower IOP. Hence, in

studies of nutrional blood flow, we should include those

with higher as well as lower IOP, lest important risk

factors be missed. Finally, the true association between

IOP and a glaucoma risk factor can best be sought by

using IOP as a continuous variable, or at least by

subdividing into multiple IOP levels. In this case, good

science and good clinical practice both demand that we

cease to allow the publication of reports in glaucoma that

perpetuate an outmoded concept.

Prevalence of glaucoma

Recent evaluations of the impact of glaucoma have

demonstrated that OAG and angle closure glaucoma

(ACG), together, represent the second leading cause of

blindness worldwide.11,12 Cataract leads to far greater

morbidity, and trachoma is nearly as important as

glaucoma as a cause of blindness. OAG is probably twice

as common in the world as ACG, but the rate of

blindness from ACG is substantially higher, leading to

nearly 4 million persons bilaterally blind from each

condition.13 There are five times more ACG in China and

South Asia compared to European and African

populations.14 This is the subject of a recent speculative

review.15

Among the world’s ethnic populations, OAG is least

prevalent among Europeans, somewhat more prevalent

in Hispanics6 and Indians,16 and affects Africans5 and

African-derived groups most.3,17 The age-specific

prevalence of OAG among black persons is four times

greater than that of white persons. This difference is most

likely to have a genetic basis, as the prevalence of OAG in

Tanzanian villagers and black residents of East

Baltimore, USA is quite similar, despite huge differences

in diet, culture, environment, and health care delivery.

However, studies that have attempted to divide persons

by ethnicity must keep in mind that China or Africa

consist of many groups of widely differing background,

and simplistic generalizations must take this into

account. The terms Hispanic or black also may be so

variable in usage and definition that they are more

sociocultural phenomena than measurable scientific

criteria.

The world’s population is ageing, and since age is a

primary risk factor for OAG and ACG, we can expect

that more glaucoma will require monitoring and therapy

in the near future. In the USA, it is estimated that there

will be 50% more persons with glaucoma within 15

years.18 In Asia and India, it is probable that increased

numbers of older citizens will swell the ranks of those

with glaucoma even more. While visual impairment is a

tragedy for any of the world’s citizens, for those in the

poorest countries, blindness is associated with four times

greater mortality.19 If we fail to solve the problem of

glaucoma in developing countries, there will be

premature death for tens of thousands. Fortunately, for

the developed world, there is no confirmed reason to

believe that OAG leads to greater mortality.

Incidence and models of glaucoma

The nature of OAG can be modelled through the use of

available information. For example, we derived the rate

at which new cases of OAG develop in populations

(incidence), in order to calculate the length of time each

person suffers from OAG and its rate of progression.

Since persons who develop OAG do not undergo

spontaneous cure and do not die at a greater rate than the
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general population in developed countries, Leske and co-

workers20 proposed that incidence could be calculated

from the increase in prevalence from 1 decade of life to

the next. If there are 2% affected at the age of 40 years

and 4% at the age of 60 years, then the incident rate could

be estimated as 2% over 20 years, or 0.1% per year. Using

this approach, we calculated the incident rate of OAG for

European- and African-derived persons,21 and derived

values that have generally been consistent with actual

measurements of incident OAG in Australia22 and

Barbados.23

A life-table model predicts what will happen to a

theoretical group of persons when the incident rate of

OAG is applied to them through their expected life. This

tells us that the average person develops OAG in their

mid-60s, and has the disease for about 13 years (in white

persons) or 16 years (in black persons).21 Calculations

were made of the rate of worsening due to OAG over

time, using the prevalent degree of glaucoma injury at

each decade in a population. This suggested that OAG

proceeds rather slowly on average, even when the effects

of treatment were taken into account.24 The typical

person with OAG was estimated to progress by the

equivalent of a new scotoma in one hemifield during 15

years of disease. This is the mean behaviour of the

disease, with many persons having even less progression

and, unfortunately, some undergoing more rapid and

severe progression.

Our model data were confirmed by studies and clinical

trials, including the Collaborative Normal Tension

Glaucoma Study, the Advanced Glaucoma Intervention

Study, and the Collaborative Initial Glaucoma Study.

Meta-analysis of these trials leads to the conclusion that

4% of glaucoma patients undergo visual field worsening

per year. This event rate is fairly consistent across several

studies, including one carried out on the Wilmer

Glaucoma service,25 despite variations in the criteria for

‘worsening’. Among untreated OAG subjects, the rate of

worsening is about twice as high (8% per year). When

one uses a parametric variable to estimate progression,

the average treated OAG case loses about 0.1 dB of mean

sensitivity per year.26,27

The authors of the Collaborative Normal Tension

Glaucoma Study state: ‘Given the slow average rate of

experiencing a minimal increment of deterioration, the

clinician may not need to act in haste. It is reassuring that

among those who enrolled in the study with a fixation

threat manifest on visual field examination and who

were immediately randomly assigned not to be treated,

only one had a change in acuity or foveal threshold

develop that was not attributed to cataract formation. We

could thus not find either a high risk of progression or a

particularly rapid evolution to a visual handicap.’27 Our

efforts need to be directed to determine which of those

with OAG are most rapidly progressive. These should be

treated aggressively to achieve a low IOP. Among the

remainder, it is clearly worthwhile to monitor function

and to lower IOP; however, we must avoid putting

persons with only slowly progressive disease at risk for

iatrogenic damage. Our most urgent need is to

implement methods for detection of progressive change

that are efficient and widely applicable.

The logical conclusion from data showing only modest

progression among those with OAG is that blindness is

an uncommon event. Indeed, even in settings where no

therapy is provided and OAG prevalence is high,5,28

fewer than 10% of those with disease will become

bilaterally blind by World Health Organization criteria.

Some clinic-based29 or hospital-based30 analyses have

suggested that the blindness rate per case is in this range

or somewhat higher. It is obvious that those with

blindness in one or both eyes would be more likely to

present for care, thus making population-based data

more accurate for the estimation of the true rate.

Furthermore, there are those with OAG who are not

blind but are significantly impaired. Nonetheless, it is not

correct to describe OAG as a disorder that ‘ultimately

leads to blindness’, if this implies that most of those with

the disease become blind. Our initial conversation with

newly diagnosed OAG patients should stress the

overwhelmingly good chance that they will retain their

visionFwhich can best be assured by continuous

monitoring and compulsive cooperation with therapy

regimes.

It would be incorrect to conclude that this review

paints the risk of vision loss from OAG as trivial.

However, we must understand that the following facts

are now evident: (1) OAG progresses slowly in most of

those affected; (2) OAG blinds only a small minority of

those with disease; and (3) since OAG is a highly

prevalent disease in older adults, the absolute number of

those impaired by OAG is large.

Case identification

Population studies in developed countries found that at

least half of those with OAG were unaware of their

disease,3 and a further group were diagnosed but had

dropped out of care. Clearly, we would like to identify

those who are at risk for impairment and who could be

successfully and effectively treated. In the developing

world, nearly all persons with OAG are undiagnosed

and untreated. When faced with the huge task of

identifying and placing under care the many persons

with glaucoma, we may be tempted to rush out into a

mobile van with ophthalmoscope, tonometer, and a field

test to spend a heartfelt weekend day. Such approaches

are frustrated by several realities.31 The unpleasant truth
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is that methods for mass OAG screening are neither

practical nor effective. Tonometry using an arbitrary

cutoff level is much more likely to identify someone who

will never develop glaucoma damage than a potential

sufferer. Likewise, single tests of either disc or field have

poor sensitivity and specificity.32

When a sample of persons undergoes a test for

glaucoma, there are four possible outcomes: those with

glaucoma are positive or negative and those who do not

have glaucoma are positive or negative. The sensitivity of

the test is the proportion of glaucoma cases who are

positively identified, while the specificity is the

proportion of nonglaucoma subjects whose test is

negative. Clearly, the prevalence of the condition affects

the predictive value of a screening test. For an OAG

screening test with sensitivity of 80% and specificity of

90% applied to African-derived Barbadians over the age

of 65 years (where OAG prevalence is 10%17), screening

of 100 persons will detect eight of the 10 glaucoma cases

and will misidentify nine persons who are normal as

glaucomatous. Thus, about half of those who screen

positive (8/(8þ 9), or 47%) have the disease, and the

burden of sorting out those who actually are normal is

manageable. However, if we screen European-derived

US 40 year olds in Baltimore (OAG prevalence 0.5%),

among 1000 screenees, the test detects four of the five

true glaucoma cases, but calls 100 normal persons

abnormal. The positive predictive power is only four in

104 or about 4%.

The cost effectiveness of general OAG screening of

whole populations has been found to be insufficient to

justify public health attention.33,34 Newer methods must

be devised that have sufficient likelihood of separating

those with glaucoma from the unaffected in the

population. One such idea is a function test that is low

cost, battery-operated, and worn as goggles (similar to an

indirect ophthalmoscope). Several types of target could

be incorporated into such a device, including frequency

doubling or high-pass stimuli. Or, it is feasible to develop

a laser-based imaging device (linked to a national

reading centre) that could remotely acquire disc and

nerve fibre layer data on large numbers of persons at

physicians offices, drivers’ license bureaus, or shopping

malls to determine who merits further glaucoma

evaluation.

In a mass screening programme conducted for 7 years

in Baltimore,35 16 000 African-derived, urban citizens

over 40 years of age were tested at senior housing centres

and churches. Data analysis for 5000 of these persons

showed that 2000 met referral criteria, 1300 scheduled a

definitive examination by our ophthalmologists, but only

552 actually completed the full exam. Since we offered

ophthalmic exams at no cost, we interviewed by

telephone 500 persons who failed to keep their definitive

exam to learn why they did not come. They cited

forgetfulness, conflicts with work, and problems with

transportation. We eliminated these issues for them and

rescheduled 71% of these ‘no-shows’ for a second

definitive examination. Only 25% of the rescheduled

second appointments were kept. The inability to induce

those at risk of asymptomatic disease to access free initial

care is not unique to glaucoma programmes. As in

hypertension programmes, 50% of those at risk are

inherently concerned enough for their own well-being to

accept offered care. Another 20–30% are amenable to the

extramotivational attempts and education. A final group

of 10–20% are recalcitrant to multiple efforts.

Until research brings a higher technology solution to

the screening problem, what can be done? There is a

group of persons who have at least a 20% risk of OAG

and we can obtain their addresses and telephone

numbers. These are the close family members of those

already diagnosed with OAG, whose personal contact

information can be obtained from the proband. The

chance of a parent or sibling of a known case having

OAG is more than 10 times the population prevalence.36

A sibling or parent of a white OAG patient under the age

of 70 years has a 10% chance of having OAG at this time

(the rate is 20% for black persons). If an OAG patient has

three living siblings, parents, or adult children, the

chance that one of them has OAG now and does not

know it is 27% for whites and nearly twice as high for

blacks. For every eight cases of OAG, the family

members contain one more with existing, undiagnosed

glaucoma for Europeans and Asians, and two members

among African-derived persons.

In the USA, there are 1.25 million known, diagnosed

persons with OAG, who have approximately 3.75 million

close adult relatives. There are, therefore, 158 000 living

relatives with undiagnosed glaucoma, and if the half

were motivated to come for examination, we would

detect 75 000 new OAG cases with existing resources

(about four to five new cases per ophthalmologist in the

US). Surely this should stimulate the effort to approach

those with glaucoma to contact their family and for

ophthalmologists to offer aggressively examinations to

family members. Our survey in a tertiary glaucoma

service found that OAG patients often do not know

whether their family members have been properly

examined. We should urge definitive visual field testing

on all family members.

Case identification in the developing world must

remain for now in the realm of research study. Until it

can be shown that therapies are both available and

effective in these settings (even when shown to be so in

the developed world), screening in any form is not

ethical. Furthermore, while definitive glaucoma surgery

has been shown to be acceptable in small pilot
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programmes, even in the most rural world locations,37,38

much more study is needed before appropriate public

health measures can be devised.

Overdiagnosis of OAG

While undiagnosed glaucoma is frequent, it is equally

distressing when persons are incorrectly told that they

have glaucoma. Among the more common causes for this

overdiagnosis is a thick cornea, as pointed out by the

Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study.39 When we tell a

patient that they have glaucoma and begin therapy, they

not only incur the costs of treatment and the loss of

quality of life attendant to the worry of blindness, but

there is an increased risk of cataract,40 as well as health

risks including increased cardiovascular disease with

beta-blocker therapy.41

In addition to thick cornea, another reason for OAG

overdiagnosis is the failure to recognize that large discs

have large physiological cups.42 In African-derived

persons,43 large discs are more common, and asymmetry

in disc size is a common cause of cup/disc ratio

asymmetry in persons who have no OAG.44 To avoid this

problem, the disc size should be estimated either at the

slit lamp through a variety of available low-tech

approachesFor measured by an image analysis system

that can alert the clinician to the normal variation.

Confirmatory normal visual fields can reassure that OAG

is not present. The availability of imaging devices, is,

however, a two-edged sword. With several new

machines, and rapidly changing soft and hardware, one

must stay alert to the many times when an apparent

‘abnormality’ seen by imaging is simply an artefact and

not disease. With each new generation of machines, there

is a learning curve to decipher artefact from true

abnormality. We must avoid making the same

misdiagnostic mistakes with each subsequent

technological change.

Failure of therapy by default

Among patients who are prescribed eyedrops for newly

diagnosed OAG in the USA, how many are still taking

the drops at the end of the first year? This question was

studied in large databases of health maintenance

organizations,45 where diagnosis was obtained by coding

of the physician, and eyedrop use was judged by refilling

behaviour of the same patient. It is likely that the data are

an accurate reflection of how often patients take

medication. Strikingly, over 50% of patients did not refill

their initial eyedrop prescription by 1 year after

diagnosis. Among participants in a US government

health plan, with minimal cost to obtain drugs, 25% of

newly diagnosed OAG subjects never filled the second

prescription.46 The average number of days on which it is

estimated that patients receive eyedrop glaucoma

therapy is 70%.47

Poor cooperation with the taking of medicine is called

lack of compliance, while stopping the drug altogether is

called poor persistence. Again, the general literature on

pills for hypertension adequately documents that a lack

of compliance or persistence is not unique to glaucoma

therapy. The typical ophthalmologist might respond that

such poor patient performance does not occur in his/her

office. This may be an accurate observation, since recent

data show that not only do patients fail to persist in

taking drops, but the same persons do not come back for

follow-up.48 Hence, we do not see the behaviour because

we only see those who are more likely to be complying.

In our screening programme, the most effective question

for identifying a person with OAG was to ask: ‘have you

already been told you have glaucoma (and are not in care

now)?’

Are we simply up against recalcitrant human

behaviour? No, to some degree the type of drug-

prescribed influences persistence, in that, once daily

drops with few side effects are more likely to engender

persistent use than two or three times per day regimens.

Simplified regimens, drugs with fewer side effects, and

careful instruction are likely to improve both compliance

and persistence. More research is needed to determine

how best to achieve effective glaucoma medical care.

Beyond IOP-lowering for glaucoma therapy

We must no longer ‘normalize’ IOP or lower IOP ‘below

21’ as the goal of treatment. If we operationalize the

concept that glaucoma happens at any IOP, then we must

establish in each person the baseline, untreated IOP from

which IOP-lowering will occur. We now have evidence

that lowering of IOP by 20–30% decreases progressive

worsening in OAG by 50–60%. Target pressure systems

were developed for several of the clinical trials, with

goals such as 25 or 30% lowering. In addition, it is logical

that the target pressure should be lower when there is

substantial damage already present in the visual field.49

Some experts argue that we must lower IOP more

drastically than 25–30% and that this might avoid any

loss at all. While this is a hypothesis worthy of testing, it

is possible that some portion of glaucoma injury is

independent of the prevailing IOP, and would not be

avoided by any pressure-based therapy. If we examine

the process of RGC injury and death in glaucoma, we

have clues about how new preventive strategies might

arise for preservation of the maximum vision in

glaucoma. In both experimental models and human eyes

with glaucoma, RGC axons at the optic nerve head show

anatomic and physiologic injury.50 More recently, the
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death of RGC was found to occur, at least for many

neurons, through apoptosis, the reactivation of a

programmed sequence of cell suicide.51,52 The most

logical link between these two facts would be to suppose

that axonal transport blockade from the injury to RGC

fibres at the nerve head produced an obstruction in a

vital messenger molecule that would normally arrive

back at the cell body in the retina by retrograde

movement. This fall in messenger would initiate

apoptosis. In embryological life, RGC know that they are

properly targeted to their brain centre by receiving the

appropriate messenger from partner cells. When they are

misdirected and fail to reach the right target, the lack of

messenger leads to apoptosis. Our proposal is that this

process repeats itself in adult life by the injury of

glaucomaFin effect, pathology recapitulates

ontogeny.

Indeed, we have shown that the important messenger

protein, brain-derived neurotrophic factor, is blocked in

movement back to the RGCs in experimental glaucoma,53

and when it is provided to RGC by gene therapy in

experimental glaucoma, a substantially lower number of

RGC die, without lowering of IOP.54 This could be a

therapy that is combined with IOP-lowering; indeed,

since we know that a lower IOP is beneficial, it would be

clearly unethical not to lower IOP in those with

glaucoma. Thus, all non-IOP treatments will be tested by

their additive protective value in the face of IOP-

lowering. Another gene therapy success was reported by

McKinnon et al,55 when they inserted a gene that blocks a

late stage of enzyme activation in the apoptosis process,

again in the rat glaucoma model. Any method that

prevents RGC death and preserves their function would

be a welcome addition to our armamentarium. However,

it makes sense to attempt to interrupt the process as early

as possible in the cascade of pathological events.

Some early events occur at the interface between the

RGC axon and its supportive and nutritional tissues in

the nerve head. The level of IOP is transmitted to RGC by

the corneoscleral shell, most critically the connective

tissues of the nerve head that contain collagen and

elastin. Failure to retain normal elasticity could be an

initial link between IOP and RGC injury.56 In order to

recognize that axonal shape is being altered by external

forces, pressure sensitive channels (TRAAK channels)

may be the operative pathway.57 RGC axons might be

made less sensitive to compression through

manipulation of TRAAK channel sensitivity. A molecule

that deserves study, the motor protein that carries

messenger proteins on their receptors, is dynein, a huge

complex riding along the axonal microtubules. It requires

substantial ATP-provided energy to bring messengers

back to the RGC body, and may be the nexus for action of

failure in nutritional blood flow to the axons. Each of

these ‘upstream’ areas deserves intense investigation for

protective interventions.

Finally, there are a variety of other pieces of evidence

linking various processes to RGC death in glaucoma.

Free radical damage mediated either through nitric oxide

synthesis58 or glutamate excitotoxicity59 has been

suggested as an event that is blocked to avoid RGC

damage. Stimulation of immune-mediated phenomena

by glatiramer has also been suggested to improve

outcomes in experimental glaucoma.60 It is not clear how

nitric oxide or glutamate toxicity relate to the other risk

factors for glaucoma, or how they fit into the pathway

from initial events to RGC death. It is possible that some

RGC die from primary injury and that others are killed

by secondary events initiated by the primary deaths.61

We may, then, be looking for neuroprotective approaches

that block events in the IOP-initiated pathway or events

that result from the disturbed environment produced in

the retina and optic nerve by initial glaucoma damage

that are IOP-independent.

The future of glaucoma therapy depends upon our

ability to synthesize new information about this common

condition, where blindness is now known to be largely

preventable. In the future, I predict that we will bring the

remainder of those with disease under observation. We

can avoid the failures that come from improper diagnosis

or treatment approaches, as well as from maladaptive

patient behaviour. In addition, we should aim to provide

comprehensive protective treatments that allow RGC to

live, providing lifelong quality of vision.
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